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“You have to know the past 
to understand the present.

— Carl Sagan
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PAST
Gamma-ray astronomy
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SPACE TELESCOPES
➤ 1961: First gamma-ray space 

telescope 

➤ 1960s: First sources & science 

➤ NASA & other agencies 

➤ HEASARC & other archives 

➤ Many telescopes & missions 
in X-rays and gamma-rays

1961 - first mission

1991 - CGRO
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SPACE TELESCOPES
➤ Many high-energy astro 

telescopes & missions 

➤ 1990s: a real effort to create a 
common data format 

➤ Successful: FITS data from 
many missions available at 
https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ 

➤ Often open data 

➤ Some collaboration and code 
re-use on data reduction and 
analysis codes
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GROUND TELESCOPES
➤ 1960s - 1980s - several attempts 

to detect gamma-rays from the 
ground 

➤ Initially methods, detectors, 
compute not good enough 

➤ 1989 - first TeV source detected 
by Whipple telescope 

➤ Crab Nebula 
A pulsar wind nebula

FIGURE 1. The first TeV gamma-ray observatory in the United States consisted of two 1.5m telescopes (made from World War
II searchlight reflectors) above (left center); the telescopes were manually operated and were located at a dark site in southern
Arizona during the winter of 1967-8 [10]. The telescopes were directed (by eye) at a point ahead of the position of the putative
source so that the earth’s rotation swept the source through the field of view. Power came from an electric generator on the back of
the truck (center right) and the pulse counting electronics were housed in a small trailer (center). The system was mercifully free of
computers and the analysis was done offline with a mechanical calculator. No sources were detected.

FIGURE 2. The VERITAS observatory, the newest of the third generation IACT observatories, saw first light in April, 2007.
Note that VERITAS is in the exact same location as the telescopes shown in Figure 1. Each of the four telescopes has an aperture
of 12m (collection area of 106m2) and a camera with 499 pixels.

TABLE 1. Major Existing ACT Facilities

Observatory
Elevation

(km)
Telescopes

#
Mirror Area

(m2)
FoV

(degrees) First Light
Threshold

(GeV)
Sensitivity
(%Crab)

H.E.S.S. 1.8 4 428 5 2003 100 0.7
VERITAS 1.3 4 424 3.5 2007 100 1
MAGIC 2.2 1 236 3.5 2005 50 1.6
HAGAR 4.3 7 31 3 2008 60 9
Whipple 2.3 1 75 2.2 1985 400 10
CANGAROO III 0.1 3(4) 172 (230) 4 2006 400 10
PACT 1.1 24 107 3 2001 750 11
TACTIC 1.3 1 10 2.8 2001 1500 70
SHALON 3.3 1 11.2 8 1996 1000? ?

1960s - no sources

1989 - Whipple telescope
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GROUND TELESCOPES
➤ 1990s and early 2000s: 

handful of sources 

➤ Each experiment has custom 
private internal data & code 
(often C++ and ROOT) 

➤ Small collaborations, often 
people from HEP 
— no requirement (and no 
strong need) for open data & 
tools like the NASA missions

HEGRA

MILAGRO

uncertainties is shown to be quite conservative, judging from
the smooth connection of the flux measured at small zenith
angles with the flux measured at larger zenith angles at
!6 TeV. The flux measured at the threshold for the data set
with zenith angles larger than 45" is in very good agreement
with the measurement from smaller zenith angles.

In additional, the good agreement of the two different energy
spectra at very high energies shows that the systematic effect of
the nonlinear response at high signal amplitudes is probably
smaller than estimated. The nonlinear response affects mainly
the small zenith angle observations, in which for a given en-
ergy of the shower the average image amplitude is much higher
(by a factor of 4–6) than for larger zenith angles. The effect of
the saturation/nonlinearity is expected to be negligible at larger
zenith angles. The good agreement shows that the correction
applied to the high signal amplitudes is accurate.
For the purpose of combining data taken at different ze-

nith angles, the same approach as described in Aharonian
et al. (2000b) is followed. The combined energy spectrum
(Table 3) is well approximated by a pure power law of the
form d!=dE ¼ !0 E=TeVð Þ", with !0 ¼ 2:83 & 0:04stat &ð
0:6sysÞ ; 10' 11 photons cm' 2 s' 1 TeV' 1 and " ¼ ' 2:62 &
0:02stat & 0:05sys. The !2

red dofð Þ ¼ 1:3 13ð Þ indicates that de-
viations from a power law do not appear to be very significant.
The systematic errors quoted on the parameters are the result of
varying the data points within the systematic errors (the gray
shaded band in Fig. 3), and for the normalization !0 the un-
certainty of the energy scale is included.
Even though a power-law fit to the data is a good approx-

imation without statistically significant deviations, a system-
atic deviation from a power law in the form of a steepening
can be seen upon closer inspection (see also Fig. 11) and is
discussed in x 5.3.

4.2. Source Position and Morphologgy

In a previous HEGRA paper (Aharonian et al. 2000a), the
emission size region of the Crab Nebula for energies up to
5 TeV has been constrained with a smaller data set (about one-
third of the data used here) to be less than 1A7. Here results
from a similar analysis technique are presented. The most
noticeable difference with respect to the previously published
results is that the upper limits are calculated within seven
independent energy bins covering the energy range from 1 to
80 TeV. In principle, an ionic component in the wind could be
a rather narrow feature in the energy spectrum and therefore

Fig. 3.—Differential energy spectrum, which covers the range from 0.5 to
100 TeVas a result of the spectral analysis in two different zenith angle intervals
(6N2–45", 45"–65"). The significance of the data point centered on 86 TeV is
2.7 " after the events from all zenith angles are combined. The shaded region
indicates the range of systematic errors, which are most prominent in the
threshold region, where the statistical errors are smaller than the systematic
uncertainties.

TABLE 3

Differential Energy Spectrum

hE i
(TeV)

Elow ' Ehigh

(TeV)

d!/dE & "stat
[(cm2 s TeV)' 1] Non Noff

a
S b

(")

0.365......................... 0.316–0.422 (1.97 & 1.17) ; 10' 10 105 333 3.9

0.487......................... 0.422–0.562 (1.76 & 0.24) ; 10' 10 369 705 14.1

0.649......................... 0.562–0.750 (8.78 & 0.53) ; 10' 11 1012 1356 29.8

0.866......................... 0.750–1.000 (4.02 & 0.13) ; 10' 11 2119 2108 50.0

1.155......................... 1.000–1.334 (1.87 & 0.09) ; 10' 11 2829 2772 58.2

1.540......................... 1.334–1.778 (9.05 & 0.26) ; 10' 12 2458 2220 56.1

2.054......................... 1.778–2.371 (4.51 & 0.12) ; 10' 12 2017 1600 48.9

2.738......................... 2.371–3.162 (2.16 & 0.07) ; 10' 12 1510 1114 47.3

3.652......................... 3.162–4.217 (9.33 & 0.36) ; 10' 13 950 645 38.6

4.870......................... 4.217–5.623 (4.18 & 0.20) ; 10' 13 579 330 31.7

6.494......................... 5.623–7.499 (1.93 & 0.12) ; 10' 13 345 187 23.3

8.660......................... 7.499–10.000 (1.02 & 0.07) ; 10' 13 238 111 21.4

13.335....................... 10.000–17.783 (3.28 & 0.31) ; 10' 14 414 420 19.7

23.714....................... 17.783–31.622 (5.28 & 0.70) ; 10' 15 150 242 10.2

42.170....................... 31.622–56.234 (1.10 & 0.25) ; 10' 15 69 141 5.7

74.989....................... 56.234–100.000 (2.05 & 1.01) ; 10' 16 36 104 2.7

a The value Noff is the sum of the background events in five discrete background regions: NoAh i ¼ NoA=5.
b The significance is calculated for the number of excess events Non ' NoAh i and invoking eq. (17) of Li &

Ma (1983) with # ¼ 0:2.

AHARONIAN ET AL.904 Vol. 614
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PRESENT
Gamma-ray astronomy

Fermi

IACTs

HAWC
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SPACE TELESCOPES
➤ Fermi-LAT space telescope, 

launched 2008, NASA 

➤ About 3000 GeV sources! 

➤ Data fully open (FITS) 
https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov 

➤ Science Tools: C++ & Python 

➤ Event lists & instrument 
response functions (effective 
area, PSF, energy dispersion) 

➤ Data format and tools mostly 
mission-specific
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GROUND TELESCOPES
➤ Several IACTs from the 2000s 

still online and HAWC 

➤ About 200 TeV sources 

➤ Collaborations quite large 
(~100 people), budgets much 
smaller than Fermi-LAT 

➤ Private internal data & code 
(often C++ and ROOT)

TeV sources
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MAGIC

VERITAS
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“Isn’t all gamma-ray data the same? 
Why no common open data & tools 
from ground-based telescopes?
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HIGH-LEVEL GAMMA-RAY DATA

➤ High-level gamma-ray data (after calib, reco, g/h-separation) 
is pretty much always the same and given by: 

➤ Event list (TIME, RA, DEC, ENERGY)  
➤ Instrument response (AREA, PSF, EDISP, BKG) 

➤ Most important difference: 

➤ Pointing (IACTs) 

➤ Slewing (Fermi-LAT, HAWC) 

➤ Other differences exist, e.g. in stability of responses. 
Fermi-LAT is a very stable detector, IACTs not so much
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WORK ON OPEN DATA & TOOLS HAS STARTED …

Gamma-ray 
Telescopes

 
Fermi-LAT 

HAWC
H.E.S.S. 
MAGIC  

VERITAS 
CTA
…

Data  
(“Level 3” in CTA)

Events
IRFs 

Background  
Livetime
Pointing 

…

Science tools

Fermi ST
pointlike  
Fermipy 

Gammapy 
ctools
Naima  
3ML 
…

Data
(“Level 4 & 5” in CTA)

Images 
Spectra  

Light-curves  
Fit results  
Catalogs  

… simulate

Astronomer

data 
release

FIGURE 1. The purpose of the gamma-astro-data-formats e↵ort is to encourage collaboration between high-level gamma-ray
data producers, science tool developers, and data analysts. The goal is to develop common data formats to avoid duplication of
e↵orts and confusion by astronomers working with multi-mission gamma-ray data or multiple analysis tools.

Introduction

The Flexible Image Transport System (FITS) format was created around 1980 [1] by optical astronomers. In the
1990s, the HEASARC FITS Working Group, also known as the OGIP (O�ce of Guest Investigator Programs) FITS
Working Group, produced documents and recommendations concerning the storage of X-ray (and partly gamma-ray
space telescope) data in FITS.1 Several of these recommendations have subsequently been incorporated into the FITS
standard, the latest version is FITS 3.0 from 2010 [2].

Today, very-high energy (VHE, energy > 50 GeV) gamma-ray astronomy is finding itself in a similar situation
like X-ray astronomy in the 1990s (illustrated in Figure 1). The existing ground-based imaging atmospheric Cherenkov
telescopes (IACTs) like e.g. H.E.S.S., MAGIC and VERITAS, have been operating independently for the past decade,
using proprietary data formats and codes. Data from each IACT is stored in ROOT files containing serialised C++
objects and can only be read with the private software. The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA), the next generation
IACT instrument, will be operated as an an open observatory, meaning that data and analysis software will be public
to all astronomers. Current IACTs have started to “export” their data and instrument response functions (IRFs) to
FITS, partly as a prototyping e↵ort for CTA, but also to take advantage of the open-source science tool codes for
gamma-ray astronomy (Gammapy [3], ctools [4], pointlike [5], Fermi ScienceTools2, Fermipy3, 3ML [6], Naima [7],
. . . ) and to have an archival and common data data format that allows joint analysis with other astronommical multi-
wavelength datasets. For science data products, the term “data level 3” (DL3) is used for event lists, IRFs and auxiliary
data for analysis and provenance, “data level 4” (DL4) for higher-level science data products like images, spectra and
lightcurves, and “data level 5” (DL5) for source catalogs (see Figure 1).

This situation (many gamma-ray data producers and science tools) has prompted us to start in early 2016 the
gamma-astro-data-formats e↵ort – an attempt to create an open forum and process to create gamma-ray data
models and formats. In some cases we are using or extending the existing formats (mainly FITS and OGIP recom-
mendations), in some cases we are creating new formats that more directly reflect our use cases. The goal is to improve
collaboration between people working on this topic and to produce data format specifications to help data producers,
tool developers, and astronomers working with high-level gamma-ray data.

1https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/heasarc/ofwg/ofwg_intro.html
2http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
3http://fermipy.readthedocs.io/

2016arXiv161001884D 
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COMMON FORMATS
➤ Started effort to create common 

data format for gamma astronomy 
➤ Chose to mostly extend existing 

formats (FITS & OGIP) 
➤ Have formats for events, IRFs, 

maps, spectra, lightcurves 
➤ Issues: incomplete, adoption, 

decision process, manpower 
➤ Could continue as a working 

group (similar to OFWG). 
Or CTA as main stakeholder takes 
the lead, and some smaller 
projects adopt CTA solution.
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IACT FITS DATA
➤ 2018: first test data release in 

the open FITS format 

➤ To test open data and tools. 
Not for science studies! 

➤ 30 hours: point, extended and 
variable source observations 

➤ Data available for download: 
https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/
hfm/HESS/pages/dl3-dr1/  

➤ Analysis tutorial: 
https://docs.gammapy.org/
0.10/notebooks/hess.html 
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JOINT CRAB PAPER
➤ “Demo paper” for open data & 

open tools approach 

➤ Crab Nebula data in common 
format from each IACT 

➤ Spectrum joint likelihood fit 

➤ Reproducible using Python, 
Jupyter, conda, Docker 

➤ Submitted to A&A 
Data & code open: 
https://github.com/open-
gamma-ray-astro/joint-crab 

A&A proofs: manuscript no. output

ing force. In this paper we implement this prototypical data63
format for data samples by MAGIC, VERITAS, FACT, and64
H.E.S.S. and we combine, for the first time, observations by65
Fermi-LAT and these four IACTs relying for the scientific66
analysis solely on open-source software, in particular on the67
gammapy

4 project (Donath et al. 2015; Deil et al. 2017b). We68
provide the reader not only with the datasets but also with69
all the scripts and an interactive environment to reproduce70
all the results. They are available at https://github.com/71
open-gamma-ray-astro/joint-crab and will be referred72
to, from now on, as online material. This allows to fully re-73
produce the results presented in the paper. The Crab Nebula is74
selected as a target source for this work, being the reference75
source in the VHE gamma-ray astronomy (Aharonian et al.76
2004, 2006; Albert et al. 2008; Aleksić et al. 2012; Aleksić77
et al. 2016) thanks to its brightness and apparent flux steadi-78
ness, and being also visible from all the considered observato-79
ries.80

The paper is structured as follows: we describe the se-81
lected datasets in Section 2, the process of extracting the spec-82
tral information and some considerations on the handling of83
statistical and systematic uncertainties in Section 3. In Sec-84
tion 4 we present the resources we use to ensure the analysis85
reproducibility, and in Section 5 we provide some prospects86
for the reuse of the methodologies of data release discussed87
and implemented in this work. This report is a technical paper88
to show the ease of multi-instrument results once the format89
standardization is reached: we do not seek to draw any sci-90
entific conclusion on the physics of the Crab nebula, and of91
pulsar wind nebulae, in general.92

2. Datasets93

Di↵erently than other astronomical instruments, gamma-ray94
telescopes cannot reflect or scatter photons, but exploits the95
pairs produced in the field of an atomic nucleus, dominat-96
ing photon-matter interactions for E� > 30 MeV. The experi-97
mental techniques, either space-borne or ground-based (Funk98
2015), rely on particle detectors sensible to either charged99
pairs or their emission. Any detection, or event, cannot be un-100
ambiguously discriminated from the irreducible charged cos-101
mic ray background, but can only be classified with a cer-102
tain probability as a primary photon. Gamma-ray astronomy103
is therefore event-based at odds with the image-based astron-104
omy typical of detectors relying on charge-coupled devices105
(CCDs). The input for the high-level analysis of gamma-ray106
astronomy data is typically constituted by:107

– a list of events that are classified (according to selection108
cuts) as gamma rays, along with their estimated directions,109
estimated energy, and arrival time;110

– the instrument response functions (IRFs), whose compo-111
nents are: e↵ective area, the collection area of the in-112
strument; energy dispersion, the probability density func-113
tion of the energy estimator E

0; the point spread function114
(PSF), the spatial probability distribution of the estimated115
event directions for a point source. Their formal definition116
is shared with lower-energy instruments (e.g. x-ray, Davis117
(2001)).118

In the IACT terminology event lists and IRFs are dubbed119
as Data Level 3 (DL3) products (Contreras et al. 2015).120
The datasets used in this work include observations of the121

4
https://gammapy.org/

Table 1. Crab nebula datasets used in this work. Tobs stands for obser-
vation time, Emin and Emax identify the energy range of the analysis,
Non and Nbkg the number of total and background events, respectively,
estimated in the circular signal region with a radius Ron.

Dataset Tobs Emin Emax Non Nbkg Ron
TeV TeV deg

Fermi-LAT ⇠7 yr 0.03 2 578 1.2 0.30
MAGIC 0.65 h 0.08 30 784 129.9 0.14
VERITAS 0.61 h 0.16 30 289 13.7 0.10
FACT 10.13 h 0.45 30 691 272.8 0.17
H.E.S.S. 1.75 h 0.87 30 459 27.5 0.11

Fig. 1. Histograms of the estimated mean number of signal events
from the Crab Nebula (excesses) vs estimated energy for each
dataset.

Crab Nebula by Fermi-LAT, MAGIC, VERITAS, FACT, and122
H.E.S.S. following the format specifications available in the123
Data formats for gamma-ray astronomy forum (Deil et al.124
2017a). The IACT DL3 datasets were produced with pro-125
prietary codes that extracted the event lists, and IRFs, and126
saved them in the requested format5. They are released in127
chunks, typically of 20-30 minutes, of data acquisition, named128
runs. IACTs are ground-based, pointing instruments and their129
response varies with the observing conditions (atmospheric130
transmission, zenith angle, night sky background level) there-131
fore their data come with per-run IRFs. The Fermi-LAT tele-132
scope, orbiting around the Earth at ⇠ 600 km, is generally op-133
erating in survey mode and has a stable set of IRFs shipped134
with the science tools. We use the Fermi-LAT science tools135
and gammapy to make this datasets spec-compliant. This work136
constitutes the first joint release of datasets from di↵erent in-137
struments in VHE astronomy.138
An interactive notebook illustrating the content of the datasets139
(1_data.ipynb) is available in the online material. The140
datasets are presented in what follows in order of increasing141
instrument energy threshold (see Table 1).142

2.1. Fermi-LAT143

The LAT detector, on board of the Fermi satellite, is an imag-144
ing pair-conversion telescope, which has been designed to de-145
tect photons between 20 MeV and more than 300 GeV (At-146

5All the FACT software used to generate DL3 datasets is open-
source.
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3.1. Spectrum extraction257

In order to estimate the energy spectrum of a gamma-ray
source ( d�

dE
(E;⇤), with ⇤ a the set of spectral parameters),

a binned maximum likelihood method, with nE0 bins in es-
timated energy E

0 is used. The observed data D for such a
likelihood function are the number of events in a circular sig-
nal region (labeled as ON) containing the gamma-ray source
and in a control region (labeled as OFF) measuring the back-
ground to be subtracted from the ON. Considering nruns obser-
vation runs from ninstr di↵erent instruments (or datasets), we
can write the likelihood as:

L(⇤|D) =
ninstrY

i=1

Li(⇤|{Non,i jk,No↵,i jk} j=1,...,nruns;k=1,...,nE0 ) (1)

with each instrument contributing with a term:

Li(⇤|{Non,i jk,No↵,i jk} j=1,...,nruns;k=1,...,nE0 ) =
nrunsY

j=1

nE0Y

k=1

Pois(Non,i jk; gi jk(⇤) + bi jk) ⇥ Pois(No↵,i jk; bi jk/↵i j),

(2)

where:258

– Non,i jk and No↵,i jk are the number of observed events within259
the ON and OFF regions, respectively, in the energy bin k260
in the run j for the i-th instrument. They are both charac-261
terized by a Poisson distribution;262

– gi jk(⇤) and bi jk are the expected number of signal and263
background events, respectively, in the energy bin k in the264
run j for the i-th instrument. gi jk depends on the assumed265
spectral model and is computed folding the assumed spec-266
tral model d�/dE with the IRFs, while bi jk, in absence267
of a background spectral model, is treated as a nuisance268
parameter. The computation of expected signal and back-269
ground events follows the methods described in Piron et al.270
(2001);271

– ↵i j is the ON to OFF exposures ratio, constant with energy272
in our case, in the run j for the i-th instrument.273

The size of the circular ON region per each datasets is given274
as Ron in Table 1, the OFF region can be defined either as mul-275
tiple regions mirroring the ON symmetrically with respect to276
the telescope pointing position (reflected regions background277
Aharonian et al. 2001; Berge, D. et al. 2007) or as a ring278
around the source position (ring background method in Berge,279
D. et al. 2007). Given the wobble mode observation strategy,280
and the small FoV, the reflected regions method is naturally281
suitable for the IACTs datasets. On the other hand, the ring282
background method is used for the Fermi-LAT datasets, in this283
analysis with a circular signal region of 0.3� radius and a back-284
ground ring with inner and outer radius of 1� and 2�, respec-285
tively. We choose, for all the instruments, 20 bins per decade286
for the estimated energy between 10 GeV and 100 TeV. For a287
given instrument i and run j the likelihood values are not com-288
puted in the energy bins outside the range [Emin, Emax] given in289
Table 1. The choice of the energy range for Fermi-LAT is al-290
ready discussed in Section 2.1. For the IACT datasets, Emin is a291
safe energy threshold for the spectrum extraction computed by292
the collaboration software and hard coded in the DL3 files. It293
is mostly dependent on the experiment performance and on the294
zenith angle of the observations. FACT has an energy thresh-295
old of 450 GeV, higher than MAGIC and VERITAS despite296

Fig. 2. Crab Nebula SED for individual instrument fits and from the
joint fit. Single-instrument results are represented with dashed lines,
the fit of all the datasets together, labeled as joint, is represented as a
thick, solid red line. The shaded areas represent the flux error bands
explained in Section 3.2. The dotted line shows the model in Meyer
et al. (2010).

the observations carried out in the same zenith angle range,297
due to its limited light-collection area and the single telescope298
observations. The larger zenith angle of the H.E.S.S. datasets299
is due to the low altitude at which the source culminates at the300
H.E.S.S. site. This yields an energy threshold of ⇠ 700 GeV,301
higher than any other IACT. The maximum energy Emax is302
chosen in order to avoid empty energy bins that could bias the303
fit result and it is fixed to 30 TeV.304
The mean number of signal events, labeled as excess events,305
can be estimated via the equation Nex,i jk = Non,i jk � ↵i jNo↵,i jk.306
The distribution of the excess events in each estimated en-307
ergy bin, summed over all the observational runs per each in-308
strument (

Pnruns
j=1 Nex,i jk) is shown in Figure 1. Table 1 reports309

also the total number of observed events in the ON region310
(NON =

P
i jk Non,i jk) per each experiment, and the number311

of background events in the ON region per each experiment,312
obtained scaling the OFF events with the exposures ratio ↵i j313
(Nbkg =

P
i jk ↵i jNo↵,i jk).314

3.2. Spectral model fit315

We assumed a spectral model of log-parabolic form:

d�
dE
= �0

 
E

E0

!���� log10

✓
E

E0

◆
,

(3)

since it was suggested as the best-function approximation for316
the Crab nebula spectrum in such a wide energy range (Alek-317
sić et al. 2015). The spectral parameters left free to vary in the318
fit are ⇤ = (�0,�, �), while the reference energy E0 is fixed319
at the value of 1 TeV. We refer to the result of the maximum320
likelihood using all the instrument datasets as joint fit. As a321
consistency check we also fitted each instrument datasets sep-322
arately (i fixed in Eq. 1). E0 is usually chosen to minimize323
the correlation between the other spectral parameters. In this324
work, in order to directly compare the parameters ⇤ also for325
the fit with the individual instrument datasets, the reference326
energy E0 is kept fixed at the same value of 1 TeV. This intro-327
duces large errors and correlation for the datasets for which328
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CTA
➤ CTA IRFs in FITS format: 

www.cta-observatory.org/
science/cta-performance/  

➤ Used in CTA-internal first data 
challenge in 2017/2018 

➤ Could extend and refine 
formats for CTA. Or develop 
something new and better, 
based on lessons learnt.
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CODES
Gamma-ray astronomy
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CODES
➤ Traditionally in gamma-ray 

astronomy: C++ & ROOT 

➤ Other astronomers: 
FORTRAN, C, IRAF, IDL 

➤ Now Python & Numpy & 
Astropy very popular 

➤ Several open-source codes in 
gamma-ray astronomy under 
development …
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APPROACHES
➤ How to create high-level 

gamma-ray science tools? 

➤ Gammalib/ctools: 
“no dependencies” 
C++ package, SWIG Python 

➤ Gammapy: build on Python, 
Numpy and Astropy 

➤ 3ML: interface to existing 
codes (HAWC, VERITAS) 

➤ No agreement! 
(except ROOT seems to have fallen 
out of fashion in this crowd)

C/C++

BUILDING A FRAMEWORK

        Bottom-Up approach             Top-Down approach

13

Python
Python

C/C++

Numba, 
Cython

Most current frameworks did 
it this way (if they use 

python at all)

Our approach: start early 
with python and high-level 

API

start 
here

start 
here
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FUTURE
Several telescopes running 

CTA coming very soon 
Other telescopes plans

Fermi

IACTs

HAWC

CTA
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“What will existing and future gamma-ray 
telescopes and astronomers do? 
- Data:  FITS? HDF5? ASDF? … 
    A common standard? 
- Code:  C++? Python? Tensorflow?  
    Numba? Dask? Julia? … 
    Gammapy? ctools? 3ML? …
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“
Difficult to see. 
Always in motion is the future.

— Yoda
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PYGAMMA19 @ MPIK HEIDELBERG, MARCH 18-22

➤ ASTERICS-OBELICS PyGamma19 
Python and open data for gamma-ray astronomy 

➤ Telescopes: CTA, Fermi, HESS, MAGIC, KM3Net, …  
Codes: ctapipe, Gammapy, ctools, 3ML, Fermi, … 

➤ Still missing: VERITAS, HAWC, cosmic rays, Python, … 
➤ Goals: meet, talk, learn, collaborate   
➤ Registration and abstract submission is still open! 
➤ https://indico.cern.ch/event/783425/ 
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SUMMARY
➤ Gamma-ray astronomy still a 

very young field. 

➤ Space telescopes often public 
high-level data and tools 

➤ Ground-based telescopes so 
far private data and codes 

➤ Efforts started to collaborate 
more on open data and codes 

➤ How will things continue?  
Interesting times ahead …
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“Thank you!
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